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Have you ever wanted to date a vampire? Human women required. Must be enthusiastic about

interactions with vampires. Must be willing to undergo a stringent medical exam. Must be prepared

to sign a contractual agreement which would include a non-disclosure clause. Limited positions

available.... York has always wanted a female of his very own. One to love and care for. One who

will love him in return. More than anything he wants a family...he longs to hear the sound of

children's laughter filling his home. It is his deepest desire. Since most vampire females are not able

to birth young, a program is started to ensure the continuation of the vampire species. The vampire

elite must fight, fist and fang, for a much sought after place in the program and a chance to date

human women. There are a multitude of beautiful human females in attendance. They have been

handpicked to ensure that they are irresistible to vampire males. Why is it then that York wants the

one female he can't have? When Cassidy is selected for the trial phase of the program, she is

ecstatic. This is the break she's been waiting for. Her job is to root out any vampires with bloodlust.

She's quaking in her boots because she could end up dead. This position certainly isn't for sissies.

Thing is, it's only three days of her life. All she needs to do is to allow a few of them to drink from her

and survive long enough to get paid. Then she's home free. Besides, she quit her job in order to be

here so she so doesn't have any other options available to her. Three days...pity one big, badass

vampire is determined to get in the way of her plans.
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A first book by this author for me and let me just say, HOT!!! The pace is steady and there's never a

dull moment while reading this one. I pretty much devoured this one is less than a day because I

couldn't put it down. It was that good. So, why only 4 stars?As I read, I kept thinking thinking that

there could have been a bit more suspense to the story, but that would have been overboard and

waaaay too much going on to keep track of considering you want to keep the focus on York and

Cassidy and their story. I haven't read the other reviews and I know I'm late to the game as this

book came out 2 years ago now. Coming from a so-so book and a bad one before that, I needed

something different and new. I loved how York would let nothing stop him from getting to Cassidy

and was willing (despite his years of discipline)break all the rules and take the blame. Where can I

find my own York? LOL I loved the humor in this book sprinkled throughout the story just enough to

lighten the mood.If you've read the previous series of books by this author, King Brant and Zane

make an appearance here as well considering they are the creators of the breeding program. I also

loved the interaction between Cassidy and York because you can feel the angst and indescion and

frustratio on both their parts.If you love strong, muscled vampires who take alpha levels to all time

high, strong women who don't give these vamps a run for their money and a story line that will keep

you entertained with hot sex (let's not forget that lol), this is the book for you. As for the getting the

second book in the series, I've already purchased it because I love how the author introduces her

characters. A little at a time with not too many at once with enough detail to make you want to learn

more about them. Very good...

This is the book that hooked me on Charlene Hartnady as a writer.Would you ever date a

vampire?If you needed lots of money fast would you agree to be a breeder for vampires?What if the

vampires were all extremely hot and huge buff?Cassidy weighed all her options and decided to sign

up and see if she would fit into the program. Was she scared? YESYork, one of King Brant's

best..the elite guard has decide he wanted to be in the program. Now he has to pass 3 tests and

they are not easy ones at all.one simply word.......... BLOODLUST..............Grab this book and see if

Cassidy and York survive the trials.

York, enters a breeding program set up for Elite Warrior vampires and human women "and men" to

to weed out bloodlust, The uncontrollability to not kill the human while feeding. 4 woman brought in

for the testing of this ability with the top 10 Elite. These woman are not available for the breeding

and mating program. York seems to have missed that part of the session because he becomes very

protective and possessive of Cassidy.He is over come with her blood and the magic taste and can't



seem to get enough while wanting sex, which is forbidden during testing of feeding. Cassidy panics

and York is torn away from her and then the real story begins..Read the book, it is really

wonderful-hot-York is over the top, Cassidy sees the error of her ways and they unit, then the party

is off and running.......

I really like all of Charlene Hartnady Books. I think she has a great writing style and all her books

have their own personalities. All the stories about the different characters have their own way of

telling their story, which I like a lot. I won't be writing any spoilers on this book because I feel that

spoilers ruin any type of books. Its better to just read the summary of what the book is going to be

about and decide if you want to take a shot at reading it. I will tell you that I didn't stop reading this

book until I was done. haha I want the next one to come out so bad! haha But overall, York's story

was great and the characters were written so well! I did wish that the ending was so rushed? I felt

like it was kind of rushed at the end and pushed towards for the book to finish. So that was one of

the things I thought could have been better. :]

I thought the story was very good at the beginning and towards the middle. I really began to cheer

for the two main characters and loath Brant. Everything was going well as plot can go and then near

the end I dont know what the author was thinking. I felt that the end of the book was rushed and not

finished. The author dropped a huge bomb on her audience and didn't continue the story.....as with

a lot of her works. If you are going to put in all the stuff about having babies and infertility of one of

the lovers at the very end of a book, please just finish the story and not leave the reader

disappointed. I was genuinely excited about this book, but the ending I think has swayed me a bit to

read something else.

So basically the author didn't have a bad premis so much as she uses childish language.It feels like

a teenager wrote this book while feverishly trying to sound more adult by over use of profanity

where it really isn't needed.Sentences will begin with a profane word and repeat the same word 3

more times without rhyme or reason to its use.Also I find that there is an abundance of poorly

described characters, the main 2 included!There isn't much to draw you into the story and sad to

say not much to keep you interested, it was hard to invest into something that uses poor grammar

and poor descriptions for the simplest of things.I'd give examples but  doesn't like profanity so take

my word for it when I say (much as I hate to phrase it this way) sentences are structured as

followes: "Yeah you are a total (sh-word)brick house!"And non dialogue is just as bad with



sentences like "She removed her shirt and her (childish word for breasts) were (f-word) hot."It's hard

to get into a story with such poor writing and reuse of the same words to describe things like

(childish word for breasts aka 'boo-bees') repeated again and again.
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